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 Start up procedure

1 Main switch board
You must precisely follow the switch-on sequence:

1 – Switch on PC- Microscope

2- Switch ON Scanner Power

3- Switch ON Laser Power

4- Turn On the Laser Emission key

1           2          3            4

2  Turn ON the EL6000 fluorescence light source (to observe the fluorescence through
eyepieces)

Intensity Control
(turn on Max)

Shutter Control
1- Power ON

Shutter Indicator
(bright when shutter Open)

Keeping the shutter in the remote position outside the observation steps increases the lifetime of the light source3
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3 Check that the microscope control box is ON. If not, switch it ON!

4 Open your user session; Log on with your personal ID and Password.
Start the Leica Application Suite advanced fluorescence (LAS AF).
Check the configuration:

Configurations
“Machine” for standard use of the confocal system. 
“Machine_Chameleon” is dedicated for multiphoton applications (the multiphoton laser needs to be ON) 
“Simulator SP5” no acquisition, only data visualization and processing of previously acquired images.
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Click YES only if you need to run multi-position or mosaic acquisition. In this case, the stage will move to its maximum course.  

Risk of damage to the microscope !
1- the illuminator arm must be swung back
2- Any sample must be removed from the microscope stage

 Stage Initialization 
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 Activate the laser you need for your application

Set the Argon 
laser at 30% 
power:

- 458 nm

- 476 nm

- 488 nm

- 496 nm

- 514 nm
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 Select your objective

Take care : don’t put oil on Dry objective!

The motorized microscope turret will automatically change for the selected objective position.

Image and pixel size is automatically calculated depending on the selected objective, format and zoom.

Image and 
pixel size

Oil on objective -> come and find us asap

Format
(pixel number)

Zoom factor

Objective

Pinhole
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 Pinhole

Pinhole aperture is automatically set at 1 Airy (optimal aperture size) according to the
objective parameters (numerical aperture).

Opening the pinhole  increased intensity due to more extra-focal contributions (the z-
sectioning performance is deteriorated)
Closing the pinhole  signal loss but improved lateral resolution https://www.leica-
microsystems.com/science-lab/pinhole-effect-in-confocal-microscopes/

https://www.leica-microsystems.com/science-lab/pinhole-effect-in-confocal-microscopes/
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 Install you sample and observe

Move the sample and adjust the focus using the
joystick. Speed/sensitivity of the movement can be
adjusted with the black buttons on both sides

Shutter ON
Light to the specimen

DAPIGFP RED
Select the filter cube
Microscope in the 
fluorescence observation mode
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 Observation: Fluorescence and Brightfield mode

IL/BF mode
Switch between fluo and BF mode

Field diaphragm opening

Aperture diaphragm
opening

Focus knob

Intensity of the Fluo or BF  
illumination 

Fluo filter cube

Pressing a filter cube button automatically put 
the microscope in the FLUO observation mode



 Set your experiment

Activate laser

Set a power level
on the suitable

wavelength

Activate a detector
(PMT or HyD)

Set the detection
bandwidthLUT

Mode
xyz – xyt – xyzt … 

Sequential
mode

Live  continuous scanning Acquire
a single frame

Start the serie of acquisitions
(Z stack, time lapse, multipos…)

Tile scan : 
Mosaic option

Multipositions
Option

Display a fluorophore 
emission spectrum

PMT trans
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 Acquisition Parameters

Format

Speed

Zoom in 

Average and/or 
Accumulation

Field rotation

Bidirectional X scanning
(need to properly ajust the Phase)

More

1- Best resolution for highest numerical aperture objective

2- For optimal resolution with a given objective: 
pixel size in the image has to be adjusted according to the objective 
resolution and the Nyquist criteria

Optimized acquisition for pixel size half the XY resolution
 FORMAT and/or ZOOM have to be set properly to respect these
conditions
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Settings of the Control Panel

 Control Panel

Currently used acquisition parameters can be addressed and controlled through the control panel
 Buttons function and sensitivity can be changed in the USN Control Panel window 
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For detailed information, read the HyD userGuide
https://seafile.igbmc.fr/lib/6abc10ce-b4f4-42e7-98fc-fe548ae79138/file/Equipement/Detecteurs%20HyD/HyDApplicationNote_EG.pdf

 HyD or PMT ?

PMT (PhotoMultiplier Tube)
Adjust the Gain (Voltagesensitivity of the PMT) to 
obtain an optimal image (fill the 8-bit range if possible, 
no saturation)
Limit the Gain to 900 V to avoid great amplification of 
the noise 

Optimize your acquisition by using the Quick LUT and/or checking the histogram 

Quick LUT button:
Intensity “0” is displayed in Green, Saturation in Blue.

Visual checking: Quantitative checking:

Display the Histogram

Peak at 255 
indicating a 
saturation

Min = 0 OK
Max = 255 Saturation you have to decrease Gain and/or laser power

https://seafile.igbmc.fr/lib/6abc10ce-b4f4-42e7-98fc-fe548ae79138/file/Equipement/Detecteurs%20HyD/HyDApplicationNote_EG.pdf


15* For detailed information, read the HyD userGuide
https://seafile.igbmc.fr/lib/6abc10ce-b4f4-42e7-98fc-fe548ae79138/file/Equipement/Detecteurs%20HyD/HyDApplicationNote_EG.pdf

 Acquisition using an HyD*

HyD are photon counting detector  (fixed voltage, no possibility to amplify of the output signal)
Quantum efficiency 2-3 times higher than PMT – negligible noise

HyD appear to outperform PMT in most cases 
A PMT is only preferable in extremely bright emission situations  

- Photon counting mode
The base and the more quantitative mode;  Intensity directly revealed the number of emitted 

fluorescence photons.

Image optimization using Standard Mode: 
Increase the laser power (keep the laser % low enough to avoid the photobleaching) to fill as 
much as possible the 8 bit range. Optimize your acquisition by using the Quick LUT and/or 
checking the histogram (see the previous slide for illustration)
If the fluorescence is too weak, apply an Accumulation ( Line Accu or Frame Accu) .

Take care!  At high count rates, the HyD response curve saturates (becomes non-linear)
and intensity is underestimated. Quantitative analysis requires to limit the photocount* (  for  
512x512 pixels, scan speed 400Hz. HyD response is linear until ~70 counts.)

For quantitative analysis of the fluorescence signal, 
select the Standard mode

(satiuration / non linearity is corrected)

Take care : HyD are damaged if they receive a high intensity
level! Always begin with a low laser power and increase
the laser depending on the signal )

https://seafile.igbmc.fr/lib/6abc10ce-b4f4-42e7-98fc-fe548ae79138/file/Equipement/Detecteurs%20HyD/HyDApplicationNote_EG2017janv.pdf


16* For detailed information, read the HyD userGuide
https://seafile.igbmc.fr/lib/6abc10ce-b4f4-42e7-98fc-fe548ae79138/file/Equipement/Detecteurs%20HyD/HyDApplicationNote_EG.pdf

 Acquisition using an HyD*

Standard mode:
In the “standard” mode, corrections are introduced to compensate the non-linearity of the HyD
at high count rates (no error risk in your intensity quantification).

The control panel offers the possibility to set a digital gain (tunable between 10 and 500%).
This gain is “artificial” as it has no influence on the detector itself. The HyD still works in its basal 
photon counting mode. The output signal is numerically manipulated (changing the gain is just 
multiplying the intensity of each pixel by a numerical factor).
We recommend to let the gain at 10% (no artificial amplification of the signal avoiding the 
generation of discrete histogram, “artificial” saturation and possible loss of information).

Image optimization using Standard Mode: 
Set the gain at 10%.
Increase the laser power (keep the laser % low enough to avoid the photobleaching) to fill as much 
as possible the 8 bit range. Optimize your acquisition by using the Quick LUT and/or checking the 
histogram  (see the previous slide for illustration)
If the fluorescence is too weak, apply an Accumulation ( Line Accu or Frame Accu) .

BrightR mode:
BrightR mode give the possibility to amplify (numerically) dim structures more than bright ones (ie
Gamma adjustment) – No quantitative mode!
This mode can be used in a purpose of objects (nucleus, cells, etc) counting.

https://seafile.igbmc.fr/lib/6abc10ce-b4f4-42e7-98fc-fe548ae79138/file/Equipement/Detecteurs%20HyD/HyDApplicationNote_EG2017janv.pdf
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 Z Stack Acquisition - settings

Z position

Using the z position button on the control panel, 
- move the position where you want to begin your stack then 

Click Begin 
- Move the position where you want to stop your stack 

then Click End 
- Check the Z-step size
System optimized Option: z-step optimized for the objective,
Z sampling optimized for 3D analysis and reconstruction*

Begin Z position
Black Arrow inactive
Marron Arrow position set,
The z coordinate appears in the 
text box

End Z position

Current position

* If Z-step size is greater than the optimized value, you risk missing information ( parts of the sample will not be acquired) 

Z-Galvo (default setting)
Fast option
(the galvo stage moves the sample  
Limited course of 500 µm)

Change for z-Wide
if more amplitude is needed
(moves the objective)

Z total distance to scan

Z-step size and number of steps
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 Z Stack Acquisition

When everything set, Click Start to run the Z-stack acquisition

“between lines”
The detection channel and the excitation wavelength are changed after the scanning of a single line, going from one to the other fluorophore
settings. This pattern is repeated until a full image is completed then after the z is changed. This mode is particularly useful to minimize
movement artifacts occurring in in-vivo experiments. Also, this mode is especially suitable for any time-dependent measurements
(the fastest mode).
Limitation:
• need the bandwiths of detection to be fixed and the same for all the “scans”- only the laser lines will change so you have to use the one

detector for one ”scan” (if the have more than 2 fluorophores, you will have to use a combination between Hyd and PMT)
• The same “Average” and “Accu” will be applied to all the “scans”. If one channel is too weak and need to be set separately, one of the others

options has to be choosen.

“between frames”
In this mode, for each z-position, first a complete image using the first fluorophore instrument parameter settings (scan 1) is
performed. The system then switches to the second fluorophore settings (scan 2) to record the same optical section. The Z position is
then changed and the acquisition sequence is repeated for the next z position until the z distance is covered. This mode allows independ
setting for the different fluorophores and let the user free for the type of detector (PMT or HyD); the same detector can be used for different
scan settings if needed.

Before stating your z-stack experiment, 
choose the Good Sequential Mode for your z-acquisition  

“between stack”
In this mode, all the optical sections from the same image series are recorded using the same instrument parameter setting (scan 1) before
the system switches to the next sequential instrument parameter setting (scan 2). This method, faster than the “between frames” option is
suitable only for immobile or fixed samples.*
* take care about mechanical and/or thermic drifts that can occur during the acquisition. Theses can lead to analysis mistake in high resolution
/precise colocalization studies.
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MultiPosition Acquisition : Mark & Find

Mark & Find Mode

Add a position

Delete the current position
Delete all the positions

Redefine a position

Positions map

Save the positions coordinates

Same stack for all positions
or Z-stack can be defined for each Pos

Positions list

Move the stage using the joystick to set the position. Click the Add a Position button for each position of interest.
Selecting a Position in the List automatically moves the stage to the selected position.
During a timelapse experiment, all the positions will be acquired for each time point.
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Mosaic acquisition : TileScan
Tile Scan Mode

Add a position

Delete the current position

Delete all the positions

Scanfield Grid

Tile Scan config

Merge Images Option 
Auto-stitching Option

 To define the surface to scan, just move the sample using the joystick, then click the “Add position” button. The area to scan will be 
automatically calculated as a grid. Each square of the grid represents a scanfield whose size depends on the objective, format and zoom. 
The total number of fields to scan appears in the scanfield text box.  

 To calculate the final image at the end of acquisition the “merge images” option need to be ON, so the software will calculate the final 
image by stitching (aligning) the consecutive fields together, taking into account the overlap defined in the Tile Scan Config.

Scanfield format



 LAS AF Online Help

?Click on the         to open the OnlineHelp and obtain detailed information about a specific 
software option.  
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 The display window

Switch on/off channels

Merge channels
Max intensity projection
XZ and YZ projections
Gallery view

Z-stack slider

Time slider for time series/
Z-slider in gallery-view

Change
LUT/display
Zero saturation

Histogram

Change ROI icons

Selected channel to change gain; double click
will enlarge view of this channel
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Manage your data (Save, rename, access to the MeataData and Settings…)

Don’t forget to save your experiment
Acquired images or series are listed in the experiment folder
Right click to:
- Delete
- Rename
- Save as
- Export images (be careful)
- Access Image Properties

All the Metadatas are stored in the 
properties/settings of the images
The metadata are also accessible  
in the ImageJ/FiJi, Icy, Imaris, etc
softwares

Apply Settings Option
Just click to load back all the acquisition settings that have been used 
to acquire the selected image 
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 Ending a session / Shutting down the system

1. Save your experiment
2. Remove your sample and clean properly all the immersion objectives that 

have been used (oil add to be removed using  lens tissues and alcohol )
3. Check the booking calendar if somebody has booked the system after you.

If your experiment has been saved on the local computer, don’t forget to transfer your data
then to delete your files. The Imaging Center is not responsible for your data and will
delete it if the local hard drive is full!

If somebody has booked the system after you, just end the session

1. Save and transfer data, clean objectives
2. Exit the LAS AF software
3. Turn off the Cube (stop heating the incubator chamber) if used
4. Log off your Windows Session
5. Exit by letting the whole system ON*

*  In the case of a multiphoton experiment using the Chameleon Laser, switch off the multiphoton part (MP laser tuned at 
800 nm, Windows console for managing the laser OFF; OPO OFF, EOM controller OFF, standby position of the Chameleon 
laser key ) 
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 Shutting down the system

If you are the last user, switch the system OFF

1. Save and transfer data, clean objectives
2. Exit the LAS AF software
3. Turn off the Cube (Stop heating the incubator) chamber if used
4. Switch OFF the computer 
5. Switch OFF the EL6000 fluorescence light source
6. Turn the Laser Emission key OFF
7. Switch OFF Scanner Power
8. Wait for the Computer to be OFF then switch OFF the PC- Microscope

* In the case of a multiphoton experiment using the Chameleon Laser, switch off the multiphoton part (MP laser
tuned at 800 nm, Windows console for managing the laser OFF; OPO OFF, EOM controller OFF, standby position of
the Chameleon laser key )

6 – Turn OFF the Laser Emission key

7- Switch ON Scanner Power

8-Switch on PC- Microscope

8           7 6

If you used Argon laser wait 10 min after the laser key is turned OFF before 
switching off the laser power button (Ar Laser need to be cooled)
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